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Central question 2018:
 

How can we create more 
impact with our audits?



Visual stories



Visual stories

one- way

Our audit knowledge
in a report*

with text, data &
visual stories

*all one- way products



Design Audit Studio

two- way

Our audit knowledge
in any form

with text, data &
visual stories



...in order for the NCA to use knowledge 
to improve the performance and 
functioning of national government. 

Design impact- driven 
knowledge by visualizing, 
working human- centered and 
by testing...

Mission Design Audit Studio



Sneak preview of how we do that



Today's problems are
OPEN, COMPLEX, DYNAMIC, 

NETWORKED

 we need new thinking 

“

”Kees Dorst
professor Design Innovation UTS

 I have to change to 
stay the same.

Willem de Kooning
Painter & graphic artist (1904-1997)

“
”



Short introduction of speakers
Theory - form follows function
5 minute break
3 cases

Lessons
Questions

Today...



Linda

Social Science (MSc-2007)
Design Research (MA-2018)
Auditor since 2007
Visuals in audits since 2013
Initiated the DAS in 2018
Lecturer visual storytelling 
since 2020

Hi, I am Linda Meijer- Wassenaar



Linda

I
Heart

DESIGN

because...



I love 
visualizing 
information 
and unravel 
complexity...



and I love 
to make 
people 
care!



Marjorie

Strategic product design (MSc), 
Technical university of Delft
Service designer & innovator, 
Design studio 'Ideate'
Design researcher, Netherlands 
Court of Audit.

Hi, I am Marjorie Bakker



Marjorie

I
Heart

DESIGN

because...



I love to 
empathize 
and 
connect...



and I love 
to create.



Ruiter

Graphic Design (BSc) 2009
Design (MA) 2013
Independent information 
design practice 2009 - 2021
Design Researcher at the 
Netherlands Court of Audit 
since, May 2021

Hi, I am Ruiter Janssen



I
Heart

DESIGN

because...

Ruiter



I love to let 
the data tell 
the story.



I love to 
make 
people look 
at a subject 
from a 
different 
perspective.
..



Iris

PhD in Public Administration (2015)
Project leader at Technology 
Assessment institute (Rathenau 
Instituut) (2015-2019)
Since 2019: NCA, team leader in 
research program digitalisation

Hi, I am Iris Korthagen



Iris

I
Heart

DESIGN

because...



I love to make 
people think 
about  
findings...



and I love to 
have / organise 
conversations 
around 
findings.

"to help improve the performance
and operation of central government and
the institutions associated with it.'



A history of 
DESIGN



Today's problems are
OPEN, COMPLEX, DYNAMIC, 

NETWORKED

 we need new thinking 

“

”Kees Dorst
professor Design Innovation UTS

 I have to change to 
stay the same.

Willem de Kooning
Painter & graphic artist (1904-1997)

“
”



Design





"Whether it be the sweeping eagle in his flight, or the open 
apple- blossom, the toiling work- horse, the blithe swan, the 
branching oak, the winding stream at its base, the drifting 
clouds, over all the coursing sun,

It is the pervading law of all things organic and inorganic, of 
all things physical and metaphysical, of all things human and 
all things superhuman, of all true manifestations of the head, 
of the heart, of the soul, that the life is recognizable in its 
expression, that form ever follows function. This is the law."

Louis Sullivan
American architect, 1856-1924

(essay: The Tall Office Building Artistically Considered (1896))

FORM ever FOLLOWS FUNCTION, and this is 
the law. Where function does not change, form 
does not change....



Which means: does your 'form' work? 

What about 
yourself? Do you 
love your audit 

report? And? Did 
you have impact?



FORM
FOLLOWS
FUNCTION



FORM
FOLLOWS
FUNCTION

to inform
to engage
to start a dialogue
to cocreate
to educate
to make them care
to ...



FORM
FOLLOWS
FUNCTION

symbols
products
interactions
systems



New 
thinking 
& new 
working 

Based upon: 
Double diamond
UK Design CouncilU

RESEARCH DESIGN



New 
thinking 
& new 
working 

Based upon: 
Double diamond
UK Design CouncilU

FUNCTION FORM



FUNCTION FORM

New 
thinking 
& new 
working 

Converge:
define the 
problem

Diverge:
develop insights 
into visual and/or 
tangible concepts

Converge:
testing: does 
the concept 
work?

Diverge:
look at problems 
from citizen's 
perspective



The Netherlands Court of audit: stages 

strategic 
stage

audit
proposal

stage

audit stage reporting 
stage

after- carepublication 
stage



Form follows function cycles

strategic 
stage

audit
proposal

stage

audit stage reporting 
stage

after- carepublication 
stage

FUNCTION FORM FUNCTION FORM FUNCTION FORM FUNCTION FORM



Adjust form to stage of audit proces

CASE1: pressure cooker session

design sprint

journeys

CASE 3: mappings with experts

infographics to audittees

CASE 2: interactive tool for MPs

strategic 
stage

audit
proposal

stage

audit stage reporting 
stage

after- carepublication 
stage



FORM
FOLLOWS
FUNCTION



Co- creative sessions: how to create 'form 
follows function' together
First aid with forecasting: how to support 
MPs to improve the quality of budgetting
Chip in method: how to stimulate the 
collaboration between government agencies

1.

2.

3.

Our three cases



CO- CREATION
New and shared perspectives 
emerge when you 'co- create'

CASE 1



Dashboard / factsheets ideation Energy Transition
Proposition new program Digital Government
All kind of canvases

1.
2.
3.

Practical examples on how 
to use co- creation in our 
daily audit work



FUNCTION: spark a good conversation on 
why we should or should not create a 
dashboard on energy transition

1. Energy Transition Dashboard

FORM: sketchy data visuals that might 
be part of the dashboard/factsheets

FORM
FOLLOWS
FUNCTION



Co- creative
session

2 hours
4 team 

members
1 facilitator

post- its
pensils
paper

no tech :-)



Step 1
Empathize

"What would 
MPs want to 
know about 

ET?



Step 2
Create

"How would a 
visual answer 

look like?"



Step 3
Share

"What did we 
come up 

with?"



Step 4
Choose

"Which visual 
answers are 

feasible?"



Step ??
Dashboard

A lot of steps 
need to be 

taken before 
creating a 
dashboard 

like this

But it takes a 
first step...



FUNCTION: collect and choose various 
perspectives on the topic to make a 
strategic proposition for a new program 
ánd to align ambitions

2. Proposition new program Digital Government

FORM: proposition in post- its

FORM
FOLLOWS
FUNCTION



"How might 
we add 
value?"

"Why should 
WE do this?"

"What can we 
do to create 

impact?"

"What are the 
best inter- 
ventions?"

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4

"What new 
knowledge 

will emerge?"

STEP 5

"What four 
topics will we 

suggest?"

STEP 6



"How might 
we add 
value?"

"Why should 
WE do this?"

"What can we 
do to create 

impact?"

"What are the 
best inter- 
ventions?"

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4

"What new 
knowledge 

will emerge?"

STEP 5

"What four 
topics will we 

suggest?"

STEP 6

Diverge

Converge Diverge

Converge Diverge

Converge



PROCESS

FUNCTION FORM

1 proposition 
in post- its

2 facilitators

18 IT auditors
Chief Information Officer

Director



Circle of Influence
15 min

Wer� ��n ���ne� 
na�� ��it��

Instructie
Welke stakeholders kunnen het 
systeem veranderen?

Plaatst de stakeholders in de juiste 
cirkel links op het werkveld.

Hoe zorgt 'onderwerp' voor:
Medestanders >>> versnelling
Onverschilligen >> vooruitgang
Tegenstanders > beweging

Verplaats je in het hoofd van 
een medestander, een 
onverschillige en een 
tegenstander die jullie rapport 
straks leest. Ga dan naar de 
vragen boven de blokken rechts. 
Vul 1 antwoord per vraag in op 
een gele post- it en geef aan 
welke actor je in gedachten 
hebt.
Welke impactkansen zijn er 
nog? Ga in duo's in gesprek en 
kies er twee. Vul die in op de 
blauwe post- its.

1.

2.

WAAROM KOMEN TEGENSTANDERS IN BEWEGING?

WAAROM RAKEN ONVERSCHILLIGEN GEÏNTERESSEERD?

WAAROM VERSNELLEN DE MEDESTANDERS?

3.Various canvases to use:



3.Various canvases to use:

Design Criteria Canvas
45 min

MUST
Must- haves and 
non- negiotiables

SHOULD
Should- haves 
and important 

features

COULD
Could- haves and 

optional 
features

WON'T
Won't haves - 

things that are 
definitely not on 
the table. Also 

non- negotiables.

DESIGNABETTERBUSINESS



3.Various canvases to use:

Citizen / Product / Policy Journey
30 min

BarrièresDoelgroep Doel

Stappen

Barrières

Stappen

Barrières

Stappen

Barrières

Stappen

Barrières

Stappen

Doelgroep Doel

Doelgroep Doel

Doelgroep Doel

Doelgroep Doel



CASE 2

INTERACTION
A tool to improve 

understanding by MPs 



Tool: first aid for 
multiyear forecasts

A tool in addition to a report about multiyear 
forecasts

FUNCTION: help Dutch MP's better 
understand multi- year forecasts with the aim 
of improving the quality of the forecasts

FORM: an interactive PDF



What I would like to share with you

What is a multiyear forecast?

What did the design process look like?

How does the tool work?



A multiyear
forecast

Each ministry divides its 
budget over different 
topics

Each topic is given a 
multiyear forecast

Always a total of 7 years: 
2 years back, the current 
year and 4 years ahead

2020
2021 2023

2024
2025

2026

2022



Example 

Annual financial contribution for universities

Budget
(5 Billion)



Example 

The university receives a contribution for every student



Example 

Budget
(5 Billion)

Amount of students

Define the budget



Example 

When was the last time it was investigated how much time an
employee spends on a student?

1984
HIDDEN
UNDERPAYMENT



Each estimate seems objectively calculated but is 
actually highly politically charged.

Understanding the underlying calculation is 
essential to decide whether the estimate is realistic.

The Dutch constitution states that MPs must 
annually approve the budget.

Dutch MPs are under high work pressure and there 
is a high turnover among MPs.

The challenge



How can we make this complex matter more 
accessible?

Classic 'paper' report Additional product

?



FORM
FOLLOWS
FUNCTION

Function = to help Dutch 
MP's better understand 
multi- year forecasts



Design process

Brainstorm in Miro

6 auditors and 2 
design researchers

Result in multiple 
concepts



Determine the design criteria

MUST

SHOULD

COULD

WONT



Design

Sketching
Prototyping
Testing



Result

Interactive PDF

Generate specific 
questions for 
separate forecasts



General questions

Example question: 
are the assumptions 
and data used to 
prepare an estimate 
correct and current?



Coarse/
pattern



Coarse/
pattern

Example question: 
Have there been 
any backlogs in 
the workload in 
recent years?



Methods

What kind of expense?



Methods

Example question: 
Does overdue 
maintenance lead 
to higher and/or 
rising costs for 
management and 
maintenance?



CASE 3

ENGAGE
Improve performance and 
operation of government

CASE 3



FORM
FOLLOWS
FUNCTION

Function = 
to engage

"What is it that
you(r organisation)
 can do about it?"



The audit itself
Topic: The system of basic registers for 
citizens and businesses

Our recommendations:
a central reporting desk should be set up
the Minister should take measures 
centrally in order to set and monitor 
common milestones in five areas: data 
access, data correction, data reuse, 
compatibility of transparent/open data 
with data privacy and security, and quality 
management.
the Minister should set a clear course for 
the further development of the system of 
basic registers



"What is it that
your organisations
 can do about it?"

FORM:
Together with the ministry

we organised a
working conference
around the findings
and recommendations



THE DESIGN OF THE WORK CONFERENCE

6 tables around themes in our audit:

Usability and accessibility
Solution- orientedness
Quality of the data
Control over data
Cohesion
Transparency

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Rules of the game:
it must be a 
common approach
discussions are 
prohibited



THE DESIGN OF WORK CONFERENCE

6 tables with a theme from our audit

ROUND 1: explore the most pressing 
societal issue
ROUND 2: how does your organization deal 
with this so far?
ROUND 3: brainstorm about the don'ts (how 
can we fail completely?)
ROUND 4: design a solution with do's.

Rules of the game:
it must be a 
common approach
discussions are 
prohibited



EXAMPLE: SOLUTION- ORIENTEDNESS

ROUND 1: Explore most pressing societal 
issue: inaccuracies within data of citizens 
are not entirely fixed
ROUND 2. How does your organization deal 
with this so far? Within its sector- limits
ROUND 3. How can we fail completely? By 
relying on the basic registers even if you 
know that a piece of information is incorrect
ROUND 4. Design a solution with do's. A 
network of problem solvers that works 
across sectors, in combination with a central 
reporting desk

Rules of the game:
it must be a 
common approach
discussions are 
prohibited



This is an example of how 
we can help improve the 

performance
and operation of central 

government and
the institutions associated 

with it



Our lessons



Start empathizing
with your stakeholders



The context changes!
Take a step back to
rethink and update

your plan



Does it work?
Test test test

the form to see
if it works (function)



THANK YOU for your attention!

Design Audit Studio (DAS)
das@rekenkamer.nl

E- learning: Using visuals in audits



Housekeeping Rules

Participants will be muted throughout the session

Please write your questions in the “Q&A” feature

Use the chat in the meeting controls for greeting as 
well as notifying any technical issues

The webinar will be recorded, and will be published on 
SAI Innovations resources page on IDI website

https://www.idi.no/work-streams/relevant-sais/sai-innovations/innovations-resources

